Microperfusion study of the kinetics of reabsorption of cycloleucine in early and late segments of the proximal convolution of the rat nephron.
The proximal tubular reabsorptive capacity for the non-metabolizable amino acid, cycloleucine, was studied in the rat nephron by stationary microperfusion. Tubular reabsorptive rates were greatest near the glomerulus and declined progressively along the convolution. A kinetic analysis of cycloleucine reabsorption in terms of luminal concentration revealed that this reduced transport rate was associated with an increase in the half-saturation constant of the kinetic curve, rather than a decrease in the maximum transport capacity. Since our previous findings with the metabolizable amino acid, -L-histidine, were identical we can conclude that this decline in reabsorption of neutral amino acids as a function of distance along the convolution is an intrinsic property of the transport system and is not related to tubule cell amino acid metabolism. The transport curves for cycloleucine absorption did not give a simple Michaelis-Menten relation but rather followed a course suggesting that more than one transport system might be involved.